
Large Multiple Cloud Environments
A leading investment firm from the Middle-East trusts ARCON’s Unified Privileged Identity Governing 
platform: ARCON |PAM, to monitor large multiple cloud environments. 
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about our client
Our client is one of the largest investment companies in the Middle East. Our client 

manages a diverse portfolio of assets and investments. 

Our client is responsible for generating sustainable financial returns for large enterprises 

and SMEs. The entire business focus of our client is on managing long-term, capital-inten-

sive investments intended to deliver strong financial returns and tangible social benefits.

the context
Our client manages IT tasks through multiple layers of applications and devices. So, earlier 

when it managed all its privileged IT tasks in the on-prem datacenter, the security and risk 

management staff felt the need to deploy Privileged Access Management solution. After 

ARCON | Privileged Access Management solution was deployed, our client could ensure 

controlled, defined and authenticated access to target systems as opposed to earlier 

access environment when access to target systems was undefined and unmonitored. 

As a responsible investor, our client is committed towards a steady and sustainable 

impact on the communities. Hence our client invests judiciously. Our client believes in 

accountability, integrity, and partnership. Our client gives utmost importance to the 

investment decisions of the enterprises and ensures the best returns for them. 

Above all, our client is committed to Information Security. Our client operates in a vast IT 

environment where it processes and stores highly confidential information on a daily basis. 

Therefore, our client ensures all the guidelines as to data protection are adhered to and 

implemented. 
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To support its multiple cloud environments, our client wanted a highly-scalable solution 

that could ensure:

• A centralized governing engine to administer all distributed privileged identities 

    spread across multiple cloud environments including on-prem datacenters

• Secure access to cloud infrastructure 

• Comprehensive audit logs of all datacenter activities 

• Live Session Monitoring 

• Video logs for forensic purpose 

our client’s requirements 

Multiple Cloud Environments and ARCON’s 
Unified Privileged Identity Governing Platform: 
ARCON | PAM

ARCON | Privileged Access Management (PAM) is a purpose-built solution capable of 

addressing a modern organization’s multiple large cloud datacenter requirements. Being 

a cloud-native application, ARCON | PAM provides seamless API-level connectivity to 

multiple cloud platforms. Moreover, the solution offers a unified identity access control 

framework to manage and control role-based (identity) entitlements including inherent 

console level identities present on-cloud. 

In the table below we have discussed how ARCON | PAM helped its client to address 

several challenges with a unified access control platform.

Nevertheless, large organizations, especially big investment firms, manage and operate 

in an ever-growing IT infrastructure. Large investment firms typically have multiple cloud 

environments. This case study covers a very interesting datacenter migration instance. 

To scale-up its IT operations as well as to ensure IT efficiency, our client migrated its main 

datacenter to one of the biggest managed service giants in the Middle-East whilst it 

continued to manage smaller datacenters on its own at different locations of the region. 

However, migrating data to cloud environments invariably results in access control 

challenges. Therefore, our client now required a single instance to centrally monitor and 

control all privileged activities. 

But that’s not all. While the implementation was going on, our client procured an Azure 

subscription. Hence, our client is now required to also board the Azure Infra devices, 

which are also on boarded into the PAM solution.
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conclusion
ARCON Privileged Access Management solution enabled our client to: 

• Meet with compliance requirements

• Deploy a single PAM instance to manage, monitor and control privileged identities in 

    large multiple cloud environments 

• Have proper audit reports of privileged sessions 

• Gain clear visibility over privileged sessions thanks to video logs 

• Create Cloud-based entitlements for privileged identities based on policies 

Requirement Solution How it works?

Centralized 
Governance

One Admin 
Console

• ARCON Unified Governing 
engine enables IT security 
team to grant access based 
on identity-based policies,                      
session-based policies, service 
and group level-based policies 

Secure Access 
to cloud infra

Secure Gateway 
Server

• Any privileged identity locat-
ed anywhere is now routed to 
cloud infra via Secure Gateway 
Sever 

• Additionally, ARCON | PAM 
creates separate LOBs for IT 
administrative ease and routing 
access 

Audit Logs Audit Trails

• ARCON | PAM maintains logs 
of each and every privileged 
session 

• Session logs helps to make   
better and well-informed        
decisions as to privileged        
access environment

Visibility Session Monitoring

• Live Session monitoring 
enables IT security and risk 
management teams to keep            
any anomalous activity at bay 

• The solution allows                   
scurity teams to freeze a                     
privileged sessions in case of 
any suspicious activity 

Forensics Video Logs
• All privileged sessions are    

captured in Video logs 
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about ARCON

ARCON is a leading enterprise information risk control solution provider, specializing in 

Privileged Access Management (PAM) and continuous risk assessment solutions. Our 

mission is to help enterprises identify emerging technology risks and help mitigate them 

by robust solutions that predict, protect and prevent.

PAM: ARCON | Privileged Access Management (PAM) is a highly effective solution that 

helps in managing, controlling and monitoring privileged user activities. The solution 

provides IT security team with a centralized policy framework to authorize privileges 

based on roles and responsibilities ensuring rule-based restricted access to target systems.

UBA: ARCON | User Behaviour Analytics (UBA) is a highly effective risk predictive & 

analytics tool built for daily enterpris e use cases. It breaks the traditional approach of 

‘restrictive’ access and is capable of crunching large lakes of enterprise data, spot 

anomalous activity and trigger alerts in real-time.

SCM: ARCON | Security Compliance Management (SCM) allows an enterprise to 

prioritize security and compliance efforts based on risk level. The tool enables continuous 

risk assessment for critical technology platforms and ensuring desired compliance levels.
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